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and House of RepresentativeiTo the Honorable

In accord with the legislative directive of chapter 122, Resolves of
1960, the Special Commission is pleased to transmit its final report

relative to the use of pesticides within the Commonwealth and to
recommend to the General Court appropriate legislation designed
to effectively and equitably regulate the application of such ma-
terials in Massachuset

The Commission has conducted ten official meetings during the
period November, 1960, to May, 1961, in addition to an equal
number held by its technical advisory groups. Through the repr
sentation of its member agencies, the Commission has availed itself
of technical reports and data assembled by federal and state agencies
and by organizations and associations at the national level. With
the assistance of individual members, the Commission has been
represented at meetings of the National Highway Research Board,
Northeastern Weed Control Conference, Northeastern Mosquito
Control Conference, Eastern Plant Board, National Research
Council National Academy of Sciences, Entomological Society
of America, North American Wildlife Conference, New England
Health Education Association, and many others where the subject
of pesticides received more than state level attention.

In drafting proposed legislation, the Commission has been im-
pressed by the prevalent public interest in the use of pesticides and
by the national concern evidenced in the increasing complexities of
materials in this field. In addition to current state legislation on
this subject, the Commission has availed itself of two model pesti-
cide acts, one disseminated by the National Audubon Society and
the other by a joint effort conducted through the Council of State
Governments, Association of Economic Poisons Controls Officials
National Association of State Aviation Officials, National Associa-
tion of Commissioners, Secretaries and Directors of Agriculture,
Civil Aeronautics Administration, U. S. Public Health Service, and
the U. S. Departments of Interior and Agriculture.

Through the co-operation of the National Agricultural Chemicals
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Association, the Commission was furnished copies of current state
pesticide legislation in the United States and has consequently been
guided by the action taken elsewhere in the country.

Although no appropriation was available to the Commission for
this or previous investigations, the co-operation of many organiza-
tions and agencies throughout the State made possible a reconnais-
sance compilation of existing Massachusetts laws on the subject as
they affect existing state and local agencies. To the many indivi-
duals and organizations who contributed to this compilation of data
go the grateful thanks of the entire Commission.

General Considerations.

In reviewing its previous report to the Legislature under chap-
ter 55, Resolves of 1959, the Special Commission finds nothing to
alter its original statement with respect to the use of pesticides in
Massachusetts. These materials are unquestionably of major signi-
ficance in the protection of public health through the control of
disease vectors, the economic production of food, forage and fiber
and in the suppression of unwanted plant and animal pests within
the Commonwealth.

Yet just as clearly, although limited time and funds prevented
full documentation by the Commission, misuse of these materials
has occasionally occurred with unfortunate consequences, and the
long-term effects of the chemicals themselves and their residues on
human beings, fish and wildlife is a matter now warranting serious
attention at the state and national levels.

Acute and long-range effects on consumers from pesticide residues
on food crops, feed products consumed by animals used for food
purposes, and fodder used by milk producing cows are also of great
concern. While the studies of state and federal organizations have
sought to insure that minimum damage results when recommended
dosages and methods are used, the Commission considers it impera-
tive that the Commonwealth take careful consideration of the un-
expected secondary and long-range effects of insecticides upon all
types of organisms and establish regulations which will adequately
protect both human beings and wildlife.

Faced with these realities, the Commission predicated its course
of action not on outlawing the use of pesticide materials entirely,
but on seeking means whereby these tools could continue to serve
the needs of the Commonwealth under proper control.
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Technical Advisory Board.
The first official action of the Commission was to accept the report

of its Technical Advisory Board, established early in 1960, which
had continued in informal existence in order to complete the in-
vestigation assigned. Under the chairmanship of Dr. John H
Lilly of the University of Massachusetts, this group of public and
private professionals completed an analysis of state spray program;
covering the most recent five-year period and, in addition, compiled
data relative to the hazard and recommended dosages of commonly

i(|used pesticide materials.
Significant to the Commission were the substantial amounts of

pesticides applied at the state level alone in the course of a normal
year, amounting to approximately 60,000 pounds total of just a
single chemical (DDT). Equally significant was the lack of current
information exchange among state control agencies despite the ex-
pressed willingness of many to seek closer co-ordination of control
programs. On the positive side were encouraging reports that pest
control operations were conducted for the most part by competent
professionals under the guidance of standards established by repu-
table academic institutions, research agencies and chemical manu-
facturers.

Due to the limited nature of this investigation, no technical re-
ports were received relative to spray programs conducted at the
municipal and local level, other than those advanced voluntarily
by the Massachusetts Arborists Association.

Impressed by the initial contribution of its technical group, the
Commission voted to establish four technical task forces in the fields
of roadside brush, tree and insect control operations; shade tree
and forest insect control operations; mosquito and greenhead fly
control operations; and agricultural control operations. These
units were encouraged to seek the assistance and co-operation of
outside organizations and agencies in formulating recommendations
for sound and effective pesticide legislatk

>Report of the Task Force on Roadside Control Operations

This task force called attention to the application of pesticid
s being in the best interest of the
materials can and should be used

under correct and proper usage
public and pointed out that th<
safely, effectively and efficient! without injury to the public,

it was strongly recommended thatIn order to insure these end
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city, town and state highway engineers and superintendents, as well
as tree wardens, moth superintendents, public utility representa-
tives and other key officials be urged to attend frequent meetings
designed to provide competency and a practical working knowledge
of pesticide equipment and pesticide materials.

The task force recommended that the Commonwealth centralize
its official pesticide responsibilities in an interagency body with
sufficient power to certify all persons working in the field of pesticide
application. It called attention to the need for a central clearing
house of information in order to prevent overlap and duplication
of effort.

In the field of roadside control operations, a prime need appeared
to be accurate and effective information which would acquaint the
public with chemicals and control operations considered to be with-
out hazard.

Participating in the work of this task force were Joseph L. Beasley,
Chairman, Department of Public Works; Thomas V. Dwyer, Massa-
chusetts Highway Association; John H. Noyes, Extension Forester,
University of Massachusetts; Mrs. E. Sohier Welch, Massachu-
setts Roadside Council; and Wilfrid Wheeler, Jr., Massachusetts
Arborists Association.

Report of the Task Force on Shade Tree Control Operations.

The unit on shade tree and forest insect control operations, acting
independently, filed a report concurring in many respects with that
above. This task force also called attention to the use of pesticide
materials on forest and ornamental trees and in recreational areas
as programs with a long record of useful and effective public service.

The unit expressed concern over the mounting criticism of such
projects, often from uninformed and unsubstantiated sources, and
again recommended a positive education program designed to ac-
quaint the public with the true facts relative to chemical spray
programs.

It urged a concerted effort by the State through new legislation
to insure that persons applying quantities of pesticides show evidence
of prior qualification and also suggested that application from air-
craft be regulated under a permit system.

This task force called for an interagency central pesticide body
equipped with the necessary staff and facilities to maintain a central
clearing house, to inspect field operations and to examine alleged
instances of excessive residues.
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Among co-operators in the work of this unit were Charles S. Hood,
Chairman, Massachusetts Department of Natural Resources; Pro-
fessors W. D. Whitcomb and Clifford Chater, Waltham Field Station;
Leslie Hebert, Massachusetts Tree Wardens’ and Foresters’ Associa-
tion; A. Winslow Dodge and Joseph Brine, Massachusetts Arborists
Association; David Grice, Massachusetts Division of Fisheries and
Game.

Report of the Task Force on Mosquito Control Operations.

This task force noted that more than half of the cities and towns
in Massachusetts currently conduct mosquito control programs with
the bulk contained in the mosquito control projects of the State
Reclamation Board. A smaller number of scattered communities
do mosquito control under authority of laws providing for the abate-
ment of public nuisances. Additional operations are carried on at
the request of individuals or groups of property owners on their
own responsibility.

Most of the programs outside the formal state projects depend
upon custom or contract spraying which is directed principally
against adult mosquitoes in residential areas. There is relatively
little local attempt at mosquito source reduction and usually little
or no study of the mosquito situation or technical supervision of the
control work.

The unit acknowledged relatr
damage by mosquito control p(

Ely few documented instances of
ticides where careful procedures

were followed, pointing out that such instances, involving damage
to aquatic life or cropland, can be eliminated by the use of non-
hazardous pesticides or by using proper amounts of materials de-
signed to minimize long-lasting residues.

The task force stated that education and training of operators,
in its opinion, constituted the best insurance against hazards,
although state control to include examination and licensing of pro-
fessional operators, maintain adequate research and laboratory

and provide factual information to the public were all
recommended as additional measures.

Under the chairmanship of Robert L. Armstrong, Superintendent,
East Middlesex Control Project, this unit included Professor Frank
R. Shaw, University of Massachusetts, and Warren G. Harding,
Superintendent, Plymouth County Mosquito Control Project.
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Report of the Task Force on Agricultural Control Operations.
The final task force study concerned itself with the complexities

of agricultural control operations in Massachusetts. It noted that
less than 25 per cent of the total foods consumed in the Common-
wealth are actually produced within its borders and that there are
currently rigid regulations governing the registration, labeling.
distribution and sale of pesticides by both the state and federal
governments. Registration can only be accomplished if the manu

cturer can prove that the proposed chemical is safe, or, when used
directed on the label, will not result in hazardous residues.
The task force pointed out that most food producers are liable to ''

*

condemnation of a crop from misuse of pesticides in itself a sig-
nificant deterrent to improper application. Yet some agricultural
ndustries notably dairy farmers appear to be in need of pro
tection from the misuse of pesticides by other

This unit recommended the continued and increased emphasi
upon education among food and feed producers and manufacturers
and the improved enforcement of existing laws. It urged state action
to accept such responsibilities as issuing permits for the use of in
jurious materials, examination and licensing of persons engaged in
making pesticide applications to or on property not owned or oper
ated by the applicator, clarification of liability following misuse of
materials, and the specific control of aerial operations.

Assisting in the preparation of this report were Peter C. Kuzmiski,
Chairman, Massachusetts Department of Agriculture; Professor
Ellsworth H. Wheeler and Dr. Denzel J. Hankinson of the University
of Massachusetts

Drafting of Legislation.

Armed with a body of recommendations from its four technical
task forces, in addition to material compiled from other sources,
the Special Commission proceeded to embody in a draft of legisla-
tion the principal factors deemed desirable for the controlled use of
pesticides in Massachusetts. The following points were
by the Commission during its series of meetings in February and
March.

1. General Features
(a) Emergency preamble?
( b ) Statement of purpose
(c) Definitions
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9 Scope of legislation
(а) Public and/or private land?
(б) Public and/or private operations?
(c) Method of application (ground and/or aerial)?
Cd) Types of pesticides

(1) Administrator to have power to specify or outlaw itances?

Exclusions or exceptions?
(a) Role of spray schedule

3.

Should the pesticide operator be
(а) Exclusions or exceptions?
(б) By what means and where?
(c) For how long?

licensed? If sc4.

(d) License fees?
(e) Other requirements

Should the pesticide operator be
(a) What size operation?

regulated? If so5.

(b) By substances used?
(c) How often and by what me ans?
(ii) Feasibility of a clearing house

(1) At state level?
(2) At county level?
(3) At local level?

(e) Information required for each operatior
(/) Exclusions or exceptions
Educational needs6.

Other programs needi
(a) Administration
(b) Clearing house

V.

(c) Inspection and follow-up
(.d ) Enforcement and penaltiei
(e) Research and laboratory r quirements

Changes in existing law8.

Desirability of a Pesticide Commission or Board if so
(a) Composition

9.

b) Extent of authority
(c) Role of University of Massachusetts

10. Designation of administrative agency o:agency or agencies

During the course of its discussions it became clearly apparent to
the Commission that a field of this size and complexity could not be
adequately covered by detailed legislation. To attempt to do so
might result in errors of omission or undue regulation imposed
without cause. Clearly, the prevalent factor must be one of flexi-
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biiity in order to enable the regulatory body to adjust remedial
action to current need.

Further, the scope of pesticide i
to preclude the possibility of any
administering a measure of this sor
determined to draft basic enablin

iterest and application appeared
existing agency ever adequately
t, and as a result the Commission
g legislation awarding authority

over all applications of pesticide materials to an interagency board.
It was the further feeling of the Commission that the authority
cited above should be comprehensive in nature but that individual
situations should be recognized in the drafting of specific rules and
regulations after consultation with the agencies and persons involved.

Public Meetings.

Once the framework of proposed legislation had been prepared
the draft was returned to the four technical task forces for inspection
and review. Each unit was encouraged to hold public meetings for
organizations, agencies and individuals in their respective fields
and to seek additional comments relative to the adequacy of the
proposed legislation. Among organizations contacted were the
following

Massachusetts Federation of Taxpayers Associations
Massachusetts Selectmen’s Association
Massachusetts Farm Bureau Federation
Massachusetts Beekeepers’ Association
Industry Committee of the Dairy Commodity Committee
Massachusetts Cranberry Growers
Massachusetts Fruit Growers’ Association
Eastern States Farmers’ Exchange, Inc.
Boston Market Gardeners’ Association
Massachusetts Nurserymen’
Massachusetts Flower Grow
New England Florists’ Assoi
New England Carnation Gn
Massachusetts State Grange

Association

irs’ Association
iation
iwers’ Association

National Pest Control Operators Association
Northeast Pest Control Operators Association
Massachusetts Mosquito Control Project Superintendent
Massachusetts Conservation Council
Massachusetts Audubon Society
Massachusetts Division of Fisheries and Gam
Massachusetts Highway Association
Western Massachusetts Electric Company
Boston Edison Company
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New England Telephone and Telegraph Company
Massachusetts Roadside Council
Massachusetts Arborists Assooiatior
Massachusetts Tree Wardens and Foresters Association
National Agricultural Chemicals Association
Marshfield Airway

The Special Commission then drew upon the comments of the
above, in addition to its own technical task forces, to revise and
correct the proposed pesticide legislation in the version appended
to this report.

Conclusion and Summary.

It is the opinion of the Special Commission that the amount and
intensity of usage of pesticide materials in Massachusetts serves
to warrant immediate action on the part of the Commonwealth to
regulate and control the application of these materials. Although
pesticide chemicals can and have been applied successfully without
undue hazard by governmental and non-governmental agencies
since World War 11, the very nature of these materials makes it
imperative that the interests of the public be fully protected in any
such control efforts.

It is the opinion of the undersigned that the attached legislation
represents a practical, equitable, yet comprehensive, approach to
the problems of pesticide usage in Massachusetts. Though broad
in scope and extensive in authority, the legislation provides for
representation in administration and flexibility in execution de-
signed to meet the needs of this everchanging field now and in the
future.

The members of the Special Commission strongly recommend the
favorable action of the General Court on the proposed legislation.

STATEMENT ON
FINAL REPORT OF THE

PECIAL COMMISSION ON PESTICIDES

I am in agreement with other members of the Committee, and
the public in general, that we need legislation regulating the use
of pesticides by spray or other means.

After many months of study and research the committee has
proposed a report and bill. I feel that this bill is as close, as possible,
to what is desirable with one exception;
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As a member of the study commission I am the head of the only
agency representing the producers of food. The farmers in this
commonwealth are regulated now by various agencies, including
the Department of Public Health, to such an extent that further
regulations would impose an unnecessary hardship upon them. Any
foods or feeds found to contain residue of spray are now subject
to seizure and condemnation.

If this bill was to be amende
empt with the exception of aeri

d so that agriculture would be cx-
al spraying then I would join with
in endorsing its acceptance.my colleagues on the committee

HARLES H. McNAMARA,
)er, Special Commission relative to use of
Pesticides within the Commonwealth.

m
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Sixty-One.

An Act regulating the application of pesticides within
THE COMMONWEALTH.

1 Whereas, The deferred operation of this act would tend to
2 defeat its purpose, which is to immediately provide for the pro-
-3 tection of the public health and welfare by regulating the use
4 of pesticides, therefore, it is declared to be an emergency law.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General

Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:
1 Section 1. Chapter 948 of the General Laws, as added by
2 chapter 727 of the acts of 1960, is hereby amended by striking
3 out the caption preceding section 11 and inserting in place
4 thereof the following caption: “distribution of pesticides

1 Section 2. The General Laws are hereby further amended
2 by inserting after chapter 948 the following caption:

Application of Pesticides
5 Section 1. The following words as used in this chapter, unlesi
6 the context otherwise requires, shall have the following mean-
t mgs:
8 “Application”, the treatment, by any method, of soil, air,
9 water, plants, animals, products or structures with pesticides.

10 “Board”, pesticide board established under chapter seven-
11 teen, section nine A.
12 “Persons”, shall include corporations, societies, associations,
13 partnerships, governmental agencies, bodies politic and corpor-
14 ate.

PllOPOSED LEGISLA TION.

C&e (EommontocaltJ) of C^assacfnisetts

Chapter 94C
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15 “Pesticide”, the same meaning as defined in section eleven of
16 chapter ninety-four B.
17 Section 2. The board shall undertake a continuous study,
18 including the support of laboratory and field research by the
19 University of Massachusetts or other existing research agencies

20 on methods of the application, use and effects of pesticides, and
21 shall from time to time publish and distribute the results of such
22 study so as to educate the public in the application, use and
23 effect of pesticides.
24 Section 3. The board may adopt such rules and regulations
25 relating to the application and use of pesticides as it may de-
26 termine necessary to protect the public health and to protect the

27 public interests in the soils, waters, forests, wetlands, wildlifi
28 agriculture and other natural resources of the commonwealth.
29 Section 4. The board may authorize in writing certain agencies
30 of the commonwealth or its political subdivisions whose duties
31 relate to the use of pesticides to carry out the provisions of this
32 chapter and rules and regulations adopted thereunder; provided,
33 such agencies consent thereto. In carrying out said provisions
34 and said rules and regulations adopted thereunder, employees of
35 said agencies may enter, pass through or over private property,
36 excluding a dwelling house, and shall not be subject to prosecu-
37 tion for trespass. Nothing in this chapter shall divest any
38 agency or employee of the authority to carry out any provisions
39 of law, except that in the application of pesticides said agency
40 or employee shall conform to rules and regulations adopted by
41 the board.
12 Section 5. The board may require persons to be licensed and
43 may require permits for the application of pesticides, subject to
44 revocation of either for cause, in any area of the commonwealth
45 under such conditions as it may deem necessary. If any such
16 license is required, the annual fee for such license shall not exceed
47 five dollars.
48 Section 6. No person shall apply pesticides except in com-
-49 pliance with rules and regulations adopted by the board. Who- 1
50 ever violates any provision of this chapter or any rule or regula-
-51 tion adopted by the board, or whoever furnishes false informa-
-52 tion to said board, or whoever applies a pesticide without a

53 license or a permit, if either is required, shall be punished by a

54 fine of not more than five hundred dollars or by imprisonment
55 for not more than two months, or both.
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1 Section 3. Chapter 17 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by inserting after section 9 the following section:
3 Section 9A. There shall be in the department a pesticide
4 board, hereinafter referred to as the board, consisting of the
5 commissioner, who shall be the chairman, the commissioner of
6 natural resources, the commissioner of agriculture, the eommis-
-7 sioner of public works, the commissioner of the metropolitan
8 district commission, or their re
9 of the state reclamation board
10 the college of agriculture of the
11 a person designated by him.
12 The board shall meet at lea
13 time to time at the call of the e
14 of any member of the board, i
15 by majority vote.

pective designees, the chairman
Dr his designee, and the dean of
University of Massachusetts, or

t four times annually and from
chairman or upon written request
Ml decisions of the board shall be

16 The board may emplo} inch qualified experts, technicians
17 and other employees as it may require for the proper discharge
18 of its duties.
19 The commissioner of public health shall, upon written request
20 of the board, include in his budget such amounts of money as
21 may be necessary to carry out the duties of the board.
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